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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

Presiding Officer:
Recording Secretary:

FACULTY SENATE MEETING- MAY 29,1996

Hugh Spall
Marsha Brandt

Meeting was called to order at 3:10 p.m.
ROLL CALL

Senators:
Visitors:

All Senators or their Alternates were present except Gleason, Hackenberger,
Kidwell, Myers, Roberts, Mack, Starbuck, and Uebelacker
Charles McGehee, Keith Love, Carolyn Wells, Fritz Glover, Beverly Heckart,
Wesley VanTassel, Michael Chinn, Gerald Stacy, Daniel Ramsdell, an~ Michael
Launius

CHANGES TO AGENDA

Senator Ken Gamon will present the United Faculty of Central, AFT/NEA, Faculty Opinion Survey
Results.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES

The minutes of the May 15, 1996, Faculty Senate meeting were not distributed in time (or consideration
and approval. They will be considered at the next meeting of the Faculty Senate on October 9, 1996.
COMMUNICATIONS

-Letter from Walter Kaminski ($100,000 Faculty Development Funds, May 29, 1996)
-e-mail from Barry Donahue ($1 00,000 Faculty Development Funds, May 24, 1996)
REPORTS
1.
CHAIR
*MOTION NO. 3074 Luetta Monson moved and Ken Gamon seconded a motin to approve the
membership ofthe 1996-97 Faculty Senate Standing Committees. Motion passed.
1996-97 FACULTY SENATE STANDING COMMITTEES
SENATE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE [list #14]
•
Rob Perkins, Chair
AMBE(7488)
• Bobby Cununings, Vice Chair
English (7558)
• Terry De Vietti, Secretary
Psychology (7575)
Math (7424)
• Ken Gamon, At-Large
• Jim Hawkins, At-Large
Theatre Arts (7460)
• Hugh Spall, Past Chair
Business Administration (7485)
•SENATE ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMlTTEE [list #19] Meets at 3:00p.m. Thmdays
Frank Cioffi (AH)
English (7558) [no voicemail]
• Susan Donnhoe (CEPS)
Teacher Education Programs (7409)
+ Wayne Fairburn (SBE)
Business Administration (7485)
Edward Gellenbeck (BNSS)
Com!lutcr Science (7520)
Andrew Jenkins (CEPS)
Leisure Services (7572)
Charles McGehee (BNSS)
Sociology (7545)
+ Lynn Richmond, (SBE)
Business Administration (7597)
Jeffrey Snedeker (AH)
Music (7458)
Paulette Jonville, Student
ASCWUIBOD
Tom Borland, Student
ASCWUIBOD
ADCO representative
Skip Smith (ex officio, non-voting)
Anne Denman (ex officio, non-voting)
Deans' Council representative
,...--------(ex officio, non·voting)
Provost's Office represenllltive
SENATE BUDGET COMMITTEE (list #15]
+ Barry Donahue
Computer Science (7520)
Barney Erickson
Math (7424)
• Michelle Kidwell
Computer Science (7520)
Dolores Osborn
BEAM(7488)
Warren Street
Psychology (7575)
• Thomas Yeh
Librnry (7548)
SENATE CODE COMMITTEE [list #18]
Ethan Bergman
Home Economics (7565)

Phone
3-1292
3-3432
3-3646
3-2834
3-1230
3-3071

e·mail
SENATE
CUMMINGS
DEVIETTI
GAMONK
#
SPALLH

3-1532
3-1475
3-3336
3-1435
3-1041
3-2005
206/640-1056
3-1226
3-1698
3-1700
3-2731
3-3209

CIOFFIF
DONAHOES

3-1495'
3-2833
3-1430
3-3014
3-3674
3-1 54211545(voice)

DONAHUE
ERICKSON
KlDWELLM
OSBORND
WARREN
YEHT

3-2366

BERG MANE

FAIRBURN
GELLENBE
JENKINS A
CHASM
RICHMONDL
SNEDEKER
ASCWU
ASCWU
SMITHS
DENMANNE
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Teacher Education Programs (7409)
3-1951
CAPLESM
Minerva Caples
History (7553)
3-1655
HECKARTB
Beverly Heckart
Philosophy (7555)
3-1557
HOODW
•
Webster Hood
Teacher Education Programs (7409)
3-1473
MAJSTERE
David Majsterek
Psychology (7575)
3-3667
PRATZ
OwenPratz
SENATE CURRICULUM COl'vlMITI'EE [list #13] Meets at 3:00p.m. on 1st and 3rd Thursday (2 AH, 2BNSS, 2CEPS, 2 SBE, 1 LIB, I St1.1dent)
Joseph Bonebrake [CEPS]
(1 yr)
rET (7584)
3-3543
BONEBRAK
•
Michael Gleason [BNSS]
(2 yrs)
Biology (7537)
3-1019
GLEASONM
3-1471
MONSONL
Curriculum & Supervision(7410)
•
Luetta Monson [CEPS]
(3 yrs)
•
Steve Olson [AH]
(1 yr)
English (7558)
3-1536
OLSONS
Library (7548)
3-1021
OWENSP
Patrick Owens [LIB]
(3 yrs)
Business Administration (7485)
3-3082
RlCHARDG
(1 yr)
Gary Richardson [SBE]
3-3530
RlCHARDC
Accounting (7484)
(3 yrs)
Clara Richardson [SBE]
(2 yrs)
3-2020
VANTASS
Theatre Arts (7460)
Wesley Van Tassel [AH]
+ Rex Wirth [CS]
(3 yrs)
3-2353
WIRTHR
Political Science (7578)

+

- - - - - -- Student
SENATE PERSONNEL COMMITTEE [list #20]
Karen Adamson
Linda Beath
John Carr
Gail Goss
* Michelle Kidwell
+ Carolyn Schactler
SENATE P UBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE [list#l7]
• Bobby Cummings (CHAIR)
Richard Alumbaugh; Faculty Legislative Representative
Ken Gamon (Member ofCFR)
Delores Cleary
Steven Schmitz, Program Director Wenatchee Center
COUNCIL 01' FACULTY REPRESENTATIVES (CFR)
• Ken Grunon (3 yrs)
FACULTY LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATIVE (FLR)
Richard Alumbaugh

*

Accounting (7484)
Curriculum and Supervision (7410)
Biology (7537) [no voicemail]
Teacher Education (7409)
Computer Science (7520)
Family & Consumer Sciences

3-2031
3-1474
3-2808
3-1472
3-1430
3-2781

English (7 5S8)
Psychology
Math(7424)
Sociology (7545)
Curriculum & Supervision(Courier)

3-3432
(206) 547-6124
3-2834
3-2172
665-2600

Math(7424)

3-2834

Psychology (SeaTac Center)

(206) 547-6124

ADAMSON
BEATHL
CARRJ
GOSSG
KIDWELLM
#
CUMMINGS

#
GAMONK
CLEARYO

#
GAMONK

• Senator+ Alternate

2.

PRESIDENT
No Report

3.
AD HOC COMMITTEE ON STUDENT-FACULTY CONFLICT OF INTEREST [Laura Appleton,
Sociology, Chair; Michael Chinn, Att, Acting Chair; Dan Fennerty, Teacher Education Programs; Clara Richardson,
Accounting; Mark Krause, Psychology/CHCI (student); Nancy Howard, Director of Affirmative Action]
*MOTION N0.3075: Acting Chair Michael Chinn moved and Sid Nesselroad seconded a motion to approve
the "Policy on Conflict of Interest in Faculty-Student Relationships," as follows:

Policy on Conflict of Interest in Student-Faculty Relationships
1.

Statement of"Phllosophy
Central Washington University is committed \0 ensuring a learning environment in which cstudents have the right
to equitable conditions and treatment. In particular, it is irnportrult to ensure fuir meihods of evaluation and to eliminate any
perceptions of bias arising out of personal Md professional relationships between faculty and students; At the same time, there
should be no unfair restrictions on the educational and employm.cnt opportunities of all students, nor on the reasonable freedom
of association, interaction and access-to services lor faculty and students Y<hich is part of a heal.thy learning environment and
integral to a democratic society. The following guidelines are intended to balauce these objectives and apply the least restrictive
means to address potential conflicts.

2.

To Whom Does This Polley Apply?
2.1
While all members of the University community should avoid conflicts of interest, these guidelines are drafted
specifically for students and faculty.
2.2
Students include those enrolled, or applying for admittance in a course or program offered by the University for
credit
2.3
Faculty includes anyone responsible for teaching, evaluation or academic supervision, including staff, graduate and
undergraduate students.
What is a Conflict of Interest?
3.1
A conflict of interest may arise in situations in which there is a reasonable possibility that a particular relationship
between a faculty member and a student may confer upon one oftltem an unfair advantage or subject one oftltern
to an unfair disadvant<~ge. Such relationships include, but are not limited to:
3.1.1
close family relationships such as those between spouses or spousal equivalents, parents and children,
siblings, in-laws, grandparents and grandchildren;
3.1.2
amorous relationships;
3.1.3
relationships between persons whose economic interests are closely interrelated;
3.1.4
professional relationships outside the classroom, e.g., consultant-client, therapist-client.

3.
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3.2

4.

It is not possible to specifY all those situations in which there may be a conflict of interest or appearance of fairness.
However, members of the University community nrc entitled to g11idancc in this respect
3.3
A corifHct of interest may arise in any situation where one person in such a relationship is in a position to make
decisions or take actions that affect tho other person. Suoh situations include, but ate not limited to:
'3.3.1
thedecision to admit a student to a program;
3.3.2
the provision ofinstruction;
3.3.3
the requirement of self-authored textbooks or materials which generate royalties or profits;
3.3.4
the evaluation of a student;
3.3.5
the awarding of priZes, scholan;hips, f=cial assistance and other benefits to students;
3.3.6
the award of teaching or research assistantships or oU1er remunerative employment, either within the
University or using funds administered by·the University;
3.3.7
th.e ncceptance of contracts or other remunerative employment from student clients.
3.4
Even in the absence of a conflict of interest as defmed .in this .polioy, faculty and students should be aware that since
relationships between faculty and students involve trust ami dispruities in power, they may give rise to perceptions
of bias, unfair advantage, or unfair treatment.
How arc Conflicts to be Dealt With?
4.1
It is the responsibility of chairs, directors and deans to ensure compliance with this policy.
4.2
It is incumbent upon faculty members to be mindful of situations in which an appearance of
fairness issue could ruise and to deal promptly with any conflict of interest that does arise.
4.3
Where a conflict of interest, as defined above, arises, the faculty must notifY the relevant chair, director or denn.
4.4
Other persons who perceive a conflict of interest mny nlso bring the-matter to the attention of the appropriate chair,
director or dean.
4.5
Where a conflict of interest mny arise in a f.1culty member's instructional role, one or more of the following methods
should be used to avoid or resolve such conflict.
4.5.1
The faculty member should normally decline or terminate a supervisory, teaching, evaluative or
decision-making role in which a conflict of interest ruises, unless the chair, director or dean is of the
view that this will create undue hardship to the student.
4.5.2
In situations where the conflicts of interest involves teaching, supervision or evaluation and where
alternative courses or supervision exist that are reasonable and appropriate to the student's program, the
student should utilize those nltemruivcs.
4.5.3
Where no reasonable and appropriate al!emntive exists, the chair, director or dean shall ensure U1at a fair
and unbiased mechanism of evaluation is put in place. This will normally require that another suitably
qualified peer review aU material submitted for evaluation, review the grades assigned, and report
whether those grades are re1asonable.
4.6
Where a conflict of interest may ruise in a professional role, one or more of the following methods should be used
to avoid or resolve such conflict.
4.6.1
Before adopting a self-authored text or materials, one or more qualified peers should review the text and
maJcrinls for quality and appropriateness for the course.
4.6.2
W ben preexisting or ongoing"professional relationships exist, a peer case review or oversight process
should be used to help mediate the potential conflict of interest.
4.7
A failure to comply with these guidelines constitutes unprofessional conduct.

*MOTION NO. 3075 passed.

4.

REPORT OF THE AD HOC COMMITI'EE ON GRADE INFLATION
*MOTION #3076: Chair Spall brought attention to the report, commenting that no compulsory action was
recommended. The complete report with accompanying tables is in the Faculty Senate Office.
It was moved and seconded to put the report on the Fall agenda for further discussion. Motion passed.

5.

REPORT ON UNITED FACULTY OF CENTRAL, AFf/NEA, Faculty Opinion Survey Results:
Ken Gamon distributed an abbreviated version of the survey results (the entire results may be obtained from
Ken Gamon). The results of a considerable number of questions were presented in the handout. The survey
made manifest that there is definitely a morale problem and that there is sufficient interest to pursue an election
regarding collective bargaining through the Senate. On two separate occasions, the Senate has voted
unanimously to support it. A senator commented that although he enjoyed reading the survey results, the
instrument was biased and that this was not an issue of "do you or don't you," but "don't you baby." Ken
Gamon replied that they accepted that. Another senator agreed that it was biased. A universal view of whether
or not the faculty approved of the president was easily obtainable. But whether that indicates the desire of the
faculty for a union (by just filling out the survey you are giving tacit approval to the union) , there wasn't a lot
of choice. Another senator reiterated that the Senate twice voted unanimously in favor of having an election.
Almost half of the people responding to the survey were unaware of that. One of the reasons for having this
survey was the way in which the Board of Trustees and the president have treated the faculty and the Faculty
Senate's request for an election.

6.

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITfEE
*MOTION #3077
Sid Nesselroad moved and Jim Hawkins seconded to extend the expiration date of Motion #3022 (in the Faculty
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Senate meeting minutes of May 31, 1995) for one more year. (Motion #3022: "Charles McGehee moved
suspension of Faculty Senate Bylaws section IV.B.l.(Senate Standing Committees/Membership), as follows,
for one year only in order to allow two students to serve on the reorganized Academic Affairs Committee
during its trial service period: "... in addition to the five (5) or more faculty members of the Senate Academic
Affairs Committee and the Senate Curriculum Committee, one (1) voting, full-time student members shall be
appointed to each of these committees by the Faculty Senate Executive Committee from among the student
body.")
Chair McGehee mentioned that the committee had now collated all of the academic policies and
procedures, regulations and admissions policies. It is hoped to be circulated as early as next September.
Motion passed.

7.

BUDGET COMMITTEE
No Report

8.

CODE COMMITTEE
No Report

9.

CURRICULUM COMMITTEE
*MOTION #3078
Jim Hawkins moved and Ken Gamon seconded to suspend the bylaws to allow discussion and vote on three
new programs this year so that they may get to the Board of Trustees and HEC Board at their next meetings.
Motion Passed.
*MOTION #3079 Curriculum Committee member Steve Olson moved approval of New Program proposal:
M.A. Theatre Production, as distributed. Gerald Stacy commented that the program went through the Graduate
Council where it was reviewed very thoroughly. As a result, a number of changes were made. Motion Passed.
*MOTION #3080 Curriculum Committee member Steve Olson moved approval of New Program proposal:
B.A. Theatre Management Specialization within the major, as distributed. Motion Passed.
*MOTION #3081 Curriculum Committee member Steve Olson moved approval of New Program proposal:
B.A. Asia/Pacific Studies Major, as distributed. The question arose as to how the university would determine
if there were an ongoing director of this program. Daniel Ramsdell, current Director of the Asia/Pacific Studies
Program, responded that identifiable faculty in the group meet and choose a director. Carolyn Wells
commented that it was not a very smooth process and asked if Political Science would be responsible. Michael
Launius replied that it could be run as a minor program, a defacto major through International Programs. He
was not aware of significant scheduling problems. It has always worked out in the past. Motion Passed.

10.

PERSONNEL COMMITTEE
No Report

11.

PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
No Report

OLD BUSINESS
None
NEW BUSINESS
-FACULTY DEVELOPMENT:
*MOTION #3082 Chair Spall recapped that the Faculty Development & Research Committee recommended that the
$100,000 be divided out based on the number of FTE people in the department, each department getting a sum equal
to the proportion of faculty they had in terms of FTE faculty. The president has indicated that if the Senate passes
motion #2 on the agenda, that he will allocate the funds that way.
"The Faculty Senate recommends that the funds made available for faculty development be distributed
on a prorated basis based on the number of continuing, more than half-time faculty position per
department (not to include adjuncts hired on a course-by-course basis). All CWU faculty should have
access to these funds to enhance their instructional capabilities, not just those faculty of departments
which profit from large class enrollments during the summer quarter. However, each Department/Program receiving their prorated share for instructional development should decide for what
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instructional development purpose and to whom the funds are to be allocated."
Chair Spall presented two amendments received. One amendment would distribute the $100,000 on the basis of the
school that generates the funds and another where the Senate would set up a committee that would accept applications
to distribute the funds.
MOTION AMENDMENT #3082A: Walter Kaminski moved and Robert Perkins seconded to amend the motion on
the agenda as follows: "The Faculty Senate recommends that the funds made available for faculty development be
distributed on a prorated basis based upon colleges generating the funds and then on the number of continuing, more than
hall-time faculty position per department within each college .... " Discussion ensued pro & con: Senator Nesselroad
argued against the motion stating that if the other amendment was adopted then the whole issue of how the funds should
be allocated would fall to the committee to develop such criteria which could be discussed at great length in the Senate.
Senator Donahoe argued for the motion reasoning that the faculty that ll!'e generating the funds are having full classes
and very little incentive to keep their classes full as they are not getting some type of recognition or reward. Otherwise,
it would be easier to limit the courses and students. Senator Rubin argued against the motion clarifying first that the first
$400,000 in profit already goes to the departments and that the $100,000 for faculty development is above that amount.
He then commented that for a faculty member to go to the effort involved in writing proposals (the overhead involved
in such being at times quite a bit). He felt that for departments not to share the $100,000 on an equal basis was mean
spirited . Senator Rosell commented that students will not take Physics classes in the summer and i:t is very hard for the
department to generate FTE in the summer. Senator Perkins remarked that there already are developm<;ntal funds set
aside by the university for those purposes. This money is generated through summer school. There is little incentive
for professors to have big classes in summer with n9 reward. He strongly believes that someUring must be given back -perhaps not 100%. Ken Gamon commented that if about 80% of profits already go back through the deans, it is worth
taking 20% and putting it in this special fuud that faculty would have full control over. This would strengthen faculty
through the Faculty Senate. Jim Hawkins commented that development of curriculum has aspects which deal with
faculty welfare. He felt it was a temptation to mitigate the strength of the curriculwn by trying to "psych out" what kind
of students will take courses as opposed to how courses contribute to the stamina of the curriculum. It is a regrettable
tie in to chose courses based on whether or not the faculty are going to be paid. Senator Nesselroad summed up that
neither Senator Kaminski nor his department knew about the other amendment. The other amendment came from the
same committee which wrote the original motion. That committee, the Senate Executive Committee, was attempting
to c0mpletely change the original motion. He requested that the other motion be considered first, then if it is rejected,
Kaminski's.
MOTION AMENDMENT NO. 3082A was withdrawn by Senator Kaminski to allow discussion of the other
amendment flrst.
MOTION AMENDMENT NO 3082B: Chair Spall called for discussion on the second amendment which is worded
as follows : ''The Faculty Senate will establish a committee during Fall Quarter. 1996, consisting of one representative
from each SchooVCollege to allocate funds among proposed projects to improve classroom instruction. the source of
the funds being faculty development funds made available by the presidentreeetmfleaEis !:Bet the fwtels made twailaele
be eistribt~ted: ef! a fii'Oi'Bted easis eased ea t:fle aW'Bber ef eeHti:HI:Iiag, H:lere thaa aaJf time faewty pesit-iee per d8J38rtmeet
(Ret te iael1:188 aeji:IBS~ see 89: 9 89QFS8 ey S9l::I:FS8 B86is). All CWU faculty should have .ae6es& the Opportunity to use
these funds to enhance their ins_tructional capabilities, not just those during summer quarter. Wewe>.·er, eaeh

Def'lar!:Hiem/PregrB:ffl: reeeiviag

~beir

Jlreratee share ier iast:raetieftal de't'e;lef'lffieat

~aewe

deeide for whiea i:Hs91:1etioaal

develo!=lmeat f)lti:f(:leSe aael te Vllieffl the fuads sae~:~lel ee a:ldeeatee. The cornmi.ttee shall develop criteria for funding
proposals and submit the criteria to the Senate for its approval no later than the end ofFal! Quarter, 1996.1'
Discussion ensued pro and con: Robert Perkins spoke against the motion commenting that at first it sounded exciting
to have a pot of money for faculty development. However, the amendment will set up a bureaucracy needing documents
for committees who do not have expertise. He felt the Senate did not have the insight to judge development proposals.
Senator Gamon responded that there already are committees for faculty research projects. Since the senators are all
faculty, it would be easier for such a cornmi.ttee to make decisions on faculty development. Senator Kaminski spoke
against the amendment stating that the "proposed project" was akin to small grant projects where you have to come up
with a proposal which a committee evaluates and you wind up with nothing. The idea of a committee to distribute the
funds is acceptable, but not on a proposal basis. Departments with more time who can generate proposals more
efficiently might be very aggressive and get more. Senator Rubin stated that he had a vitriol response to forming yet
another committee. Dean Stacy commented that the Graduate School spends a lot of money on faculty development.
To administer $100,000 in paper.work will be a big job. It will require forms, requisitions, and staff time. It will require
an administrative structure. Proposals will require a structure for scoring. They have money for faculty, but sometimes
they just don't come to get it. Perhaps because they do not feel they have the time to put together proposals. So the same
departments apply over and over again. Senator Nesselroad positively commented that the Executive Committee
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discussed that matter. This money could be carried over from one budget period to another since it is not state allocated
funding, it is earned. Senator Donahoe expressed concern that when "faculty development" was addressed, it came from
extra funds-- surplus. Faculty development funds should be permanent and "extra" money should go somewhere else.
The coupling of "surplus" to "faculty development" is sending a message, and we should think about that. Chair Spall
responded that the $100,000 was not the only faculty development funding. There are other permanent funds for faculty
development. Senator Nesselroad reiterated that the assumption that there is only $100,000 for faculty development
is incorrect. The university spends a whole lot more than that on faculty development. The question is one of "who"
manages $100,000 --the faculty or the administration.
A call was made by Chair Spall to move on the motion. Charlie Rubin moved and Lisa Weyandt seconded to move on
the motion. (25 yes, 4 no).
MOTION AMENDMENT NO. 3082B failed.
No further discussion being requested on the motion amendment no. 3079A, Chair Spall called for a vote.
MOTION AMENDMENT NO. 3082A failed (13 no, 12 yes, 1 abstain)
Senator Perkins called for a vote on Motion #3082.
MOTION NO 3082 passed (20 yes, 7 no).
-LffiRARY SERVICE POLICY
*MOTION NO. 3083
Chair Spall reviewed that a Library Service Policy was implemented without coming before the Senate. When that was
discovered, the policy was withdrawn and referred to the Library Advisory Committee which issued a report
recommending a library service policy. Gary Lewis, Dean of Library & Media Services, has amended the Library
Advisory Committee's recommendation as follows:

Library Service Policy
1. Periee ef eaeelt ettt Checkout period of eaall 'ee 90 days with unlimited renewals.
2. Fines as stated in the Lil:lfery Serviee Policy shall ee iss~:~.ed aH e"/erel:le eeelts •n·i~ a 10 eay graee ~erioe

begin.-Hag as tlie ~ial e!He efthe e¥erEi~:~e eetiee.
3. There shall be ee limit ea tee Bl:llBeer efeeoks that a fae~:~lt:y mtlm9er may eeeek

o~:~t

Establishment of a 7-day grace period after a book becomes overdue before fmes are levied.
4. The lierery sasH initiate a reeell ~·stem te BEI\'8 eeelee reklmee if FB!:lt!BStee ey B:Betaer ~aS'eH. Ufl8H
Bati:Heatioe ef a reeall re~e!lt a fae~:~l:ty reem\:!er shaH re~ llie item(s) reeftiesteEi withiB 10 aays er

ee st:tejeette an e>o•erE:itie fine.
Limit of 7 5 books checked out to a faculty member at one time.
5. Application offuie if a faculty user does not return a recalled item within 7 days of notice.
Senator Ramsdell commented that this is the most restrictive public university policy in the state of Washington by a
significant margin. Western and Eastern have no faculty.fines, 100 books may be checked out at Western, no limit at
Eastern, they both send out quarterly notices asking faculty to renew. Senator Rubin spoke in favor of the policy as
recommended by the Library Advisory Committee commenting that with unlimited checkout and unlimited renewals,
other patrons would never see any books. He recommended the more limited checkout of75 books. If a person wants
unlimited books, he should go buy them. Senator Donahoe commented that the books should be available to patrons
and not on faculty office shelves for years. However, faculty working on dissertations should have books in carrels
where they won't leave the library. Senator Yeh replied that the books can be renewed by e-mail. Senator Nesselroad
brought to the Senate's attention, that the motion presently under consideration was the recommendation from the Library
Advisory Committee. Someone in the Senate must propose Dean Lewis' version as an amendment if they want it.
MOTION AMENDMENT NO. 3083A: Charlie Rubin moved and Thomas Yeh seconded to amend motion no. 3083
by substituting Dean Lewis' proposal. Motion to amend passed ( 16 yes, 4 no)
MOTION AMENDMENT NO 3083A passed (18 yes, 3 no, 1 abstain)
ADJOURNMENT
Meeting adjourned at 4:20p.m.
* * *NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING: OCTOBER 9, 1996 * * *
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FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING
3:10p.m., Wednesday, May 29, 1996
SUB 204-205

I

I.

ROLLCALL

II.

CHANGES TO AGENDA

III.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES: May 15, 1996

IV.

COMMUNICATIONS

v.

REPORTS
1.
CHAIR
-MOTION: 1996-97 Faculty Senate Standing Committee membership [attached]
2.

PRESIDENT

3.

AD HOC COMMITTEE ON GRADE INFLATION
-Report attached

4.

AD HOC COMMITTEE ON FACULTY-STUDENT CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
Michael Chinn, Acting Chair
-MOTION: Final Draft of recommendations to new proposal
[attached to 5/15/96 agenda] (vote).

5.

CODE COMMITTEE -Beverly Heckart, Chair

6.

CURRICULUM COMMITTEE - Clara Richardson, Chair
-MOTION: New Programs (discussion & vote)

7.

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE -Charles McGehee, Chair
-MOTION: Extend Motion #3022 for one year

8.
9.
10.

BUDGET COMMITTEE -Barney Erickson, Chair
PERSONNEL COMMITTEE -Rex Wirth, Chair
PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE -Bobby Cummings, Chair

VI.

OLD BUSINESS

VII.

NEW BUSINESS
-MOTION: $100,000 for Faculty Development (motion attached)
-MOTION: Library Service Policy[ attached to 5/15/96 agenda](discussion & vote)

VIII. ADJOURNMENT
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1996-97 FACULTY SENATE STANDING COMMITTEES
Phone:
Email:
SENATE'E XECUTIVE COMMITTEE [list #14]
3-1292
SENATE
Rob Perkins, Chair
AMBE(7488)
3-3432
CUMMINGS
• Bobby Cummings, Vice Chair
English (7558)
3-3646
Psychology (7575)
DEVIETTI
Terry DeVietti, Secretary
3-2834
* Ken Gamon, At-Large
Math (7424)
GAMONK
3-1230
#
Jim Hawkins, At-Large
Theatre Arts (7460)
Hugh Spall, Past Chair
Business Administration (7485)
3-3071
SPALLH
•SENATE ACADE MIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE [list #19] Meets at 3:00p.m. Thursdays
English (7558) [no voicemail]
3-1532
Frank Cioffi (AH)
CIOFFIF
3-1475
* Susan Donahoe (CEPS)
Teacher Education Programs (7409)
DONAHOES
3-3336
+ Wayne Fairburn (SBE)
Business Administration (7485)
FAIRBURN
Edward Gellenbeck (BNSS)
3-1435
Computer Science (7520)
GELLENBE
Andrew Jenkins (CEPS)
Leisure Services (7572)
3-1041
JENKINS A
Sociology (7545)
CHASM
Charles McGehee (BNSS)
3-2005
206/640-1056
+ Lynn Richmond, (SBE)
Business Administration (7597)
RICHMONDL
3-1226
Jeffrey Snedeker (AH)
Music (7458)
SNEDEKER
ASCWU/BOD
Paulette Jonville, Student
ASCWU
3-1698
Tom Borland, Student
ASCWU/BOD
3-1700
ASCWU
Skip Smith (ex: officio, non-voting)
ADCO representative
3-2731
SMITHS
Deans' Council representative
3-3209
DENMANNE
Anne Denman (ex: officio, non-voting)
.--:-~==-===- (ex: officio, non-voting)
Provost's Office representative
SEN>\TE "B UDGET .C O~E [list# 15]
3-1495'
+ Barry Donahue
Computer Science (7520)
DONAHUE
Math (7424)
3-2833
Barney Erickson
ERICKSON
3-1430
Michelle Kidwell
KIDWELLM
Computer Science (7520)
Dolores Osborn
3-3014
BEAM(7488)
OSBORND
Warren Street
3-3674
WARREN
Psychology (7575)
Thomas Yeh
3-154211545(voice)
YEHT
Library (7548)
SENATE CODE COMMITTEE [list #18]
3-2366
BERGMANE
Ethan Bergman
Home Economics (7565)
Minerva Caples
3-1951
CAPLESM
Teacher Education Programs (7409)
+ Beverly Heckart
History (7553)
3-1655
HECKARTB
Webster Hood
HOODW
Philosophy (7555)
3-1557
David Majsterek
Teacher Education Programs (7409)
3-1473
MAJSTERE
Psychology (7575)
3-3667
PRATZ
OwenPratz
SE NATE CURRICULUM £ 0MMITTEE [list #13] Meets at 3:00p.m. on 1st and 3rd Thursday (2 AH, 2BNSS, 2CEPS, 2 SBE, 1 LIB, 1 Student)
lET (7584)
3-3543 .
BONEBRAK
Joseph Bonebrake [CEPS]
(1 yr)
•
Michael Gleason [BNSS]
(2 yrs)
Biology (7537)
3-1019
GLEASONM
* Luetta Monson [CEPS]
(3 yrs)
3-1471
MONSONL
Curriculum & Supcrvision(7410)
* Steve Olson [AH]
(1 yr)
English (7558)
3-1536
OLSONS
(3 yrs)
Library (7548)
3-1021
OWENSP
Patrick Owens [LIB]
Gary Richardson [SBE]
(1 yr)
Business Administration (7485)
3-3082
RICHARDG
(3 yrs)
Clara Richardson [SBE]
3-3530
RICHARDC
Accounting (7484)
Wesley Van Tassel [AH]
(2 yrs)
3-2020
VANTASS
Theatre Arts (7460)
+ Rex: Wirth [CS]
(3 yrs)
Political Science (7578)
3-2353
WIRTHR

--=--~--~ Student
SENATE P ERSONNEL COMMITI'ElE [list #20]
Karen Adamson
Linda Beath
John Carr
Gail Goss
* Michelle Kidwell
+ Carolyn Schactler
SENATE PUBLIC AFFAIRS C0N1MITTEE [list #17]
• Bobby Cummings (CHAIR)
Richard Alumbaugh, Faculty Legislative Representative
Ken Gamon (Member ofCFR)
Delores Cleary
Steven Schmitz, Program Director Wenatchee Center
COlJNClLOF li'ACULTY REPR!f.SE N'l'ATIVES (CFR)
• Ken Gamon (3 yrs)
FACULTY LEGISLATlVE REPRESENTATIVE <FLR>
Richard Alumbaugh

• Senator+ Alternate

Accounting (7 484)
Curriculum and Supervision (7410)
Biology (7537) [no voicemail]
Teacher Education (7409)
Computer Science (7520)
Family & Consumer Sciences

3-2031
3-1474
3-2808
3-1472
3-1430
3-2781

ADAMSON
BEATHL
CARRJ
GO SSG
KIDWELLM
#

English (7558)
Psychology
Math (7424)
Sociology (7545)
Curriculum & Supervision( Courier)

3-3432
(206) 547-6124
3-2834
3-2172
665-2600

CUMMINGS
#
GAMONK
CLEARYD
#

Math(7424)

3-2834

GAMONK

Psychology (SeaTac Center)

(206) 547-6124
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GRADE INFLATION REPORT
Background:
At the Nov. 1, 1995, meeting of the Faculty Senate, the Senate Executive Committee was directed under Motion No.
3039, passed by the Senate, to create an Ad Hoc Committee on Grade Inflation. Our charge was to first review the Aprill1 ,
1994, report on grade inflation by the Faculty Senate Academic Affairs Committee and then conduct any additional
investigation our committee deemed necessary, in order to determine: !)whether grade inflation (i.e. rising grade point
averages) exists; 2)whether average grades are "too high" (i.e. do not correspond with the definition of various grades in the
catalog); and 3)the causes of grade inflation or grades that are deemed too high.
In the event our committee concluded that grade inflation exists, or that grades are too high, we were to propose any
solutions we thought would solve the problem.
The following is our report:

Materials reviewed:
Our committee: (1 )evaluated the April 11, 1994, Faculty Senate Academic Affairs Committee "Grade Inflation Report"
(Faculty Senate document Filename 72575e53), (2)gathered data on grades and remedial courses for Central Washington
University and its schools and colleges, dating back to 1986 (records prior to that date were not readily accessible),
(3)reviewed University of Washington Office ofEducational Assessment documents (Report 95-4 "Faculty Views of the
Grading System and 'Grade Inflation"' at the University of Washington, by Thomas Taggart, and Research Notes "Grades,"
by Gerald M. Gillmore) and "The Validity of Student Ratings" by Michael Scriven of the University of Western Australia.

The Aprilll, 1994, Report on Grade Inflation:
The Faculty Senate Academic Affairs Committee gathered data on grade distribution and found a great range of grades
between courses, department, and schools. The FSAAC was unable to reach any conclusions grade distribution and found a
great range of grades between courses, department, and schools. The FSAAe was unable to reach any conclusions concerning
specific causality and was unable to reach a recommendation for chang1ng the current system.
The Academic Affairs Committee stated reviewing grade distributions told nothing about the validity of the grades, "as
long as grading remains within the subjective judgment of individual faculty."(page 1). The Academic Affairs Committee
further comme1;1tc,;d "the very idea of "grade inflation" suggests that grades, as currency, have l ost a value which they once
had, a value which. presumably was superior to that which they now possess. 11 The committee also reported the present higher
grades could be explained in many ways, many of which reflect value judgments.
The FSAAC stated (p.3 of its report) that by linking gx:ades to fulfillment of course requirements, it left open the question
of what those course requirements were"-that they may l:>e few or many, though or easy, and that "we have concluded that no
policy on grading is possible until a consensus on the use of grades has been developed." The committee then listed 31 uses
of grades, and conol).lded questions of grading practices could not be discussed meaningfully unless and until a consensus
listed 31 uses of grades, and concluded questions of grading practices
could not be discuss.e d meaningfully unless and untii a consensus established about the meaning and function of grades.

Grading Trends:
Our committee attempted to keep its review of grade inflation small in scope. We did not, for example, study the impact of
"Withdrawals'' and ''lncompletes" on grade distribution (page 2 of the Aprilll , 1994, Academic Affairs report.) Nor did we
gather information <:Jn the impact of transfer students on the GPA at Central (page 2 of the April 11 , 1994, Academic Affairs
report.)
We adopted the definition of "grade inflation" to mean an increase in the average grade given with no commensurate
increase in the quality of outcomes of student lear;uing.
Our committee chose to look at grade trends at Central Washington University in its schools going back to 1986. We
discovered grades had risen in the Arts and Humanities, Business and Economics, and Professional Studies. The smallest rise
was in Business and Economics (with in some cases, grade deflation occurring) while the largest increase was iri the School
ofProfessional Studies.

Committee Conclusions:
1. There is evidence to suspect that grade inflation does exist. While grades have risen on this campus, since 1986, the
number of students enrolled in remedial courses has not drqpped significantly. The argument can be made that if the
percentage of"A's" or "B's," since the year 1986, has been 79.2% in the School ofProfessional Studies, 62.6% in the School
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of Arts and Humanities, and 45% in the School of Business and Economics, one might expect to see a decrease in numbers
taking 100 level English and math courses. This has not been the case.
In the case of the School of Professional Studies, 94.6% of the grades issued in the nine years reviewed, were C (2.0 GPA)
or above. With such an impressive figure, one might argue that there should be virtually no one in that school who needs
remedial course help.
2. Our committee suspects that grades may not always be tied to competency-based curriculum.
3. We suspect there may be too many courses in which grades are given, instead of a Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory (Stu)
grade.
4. We suspect that where grade requirements for entry into a major have been raised, grade inflation may exist.
5. Although no studies were found which conclude there is a relationship between high grades and student evaluations,
this does not preclude the possibility faculty might perceive a relationship does exist, so that higher grades are given out as
inducement to receive more positive student evaluations, which are tied to tenure and promotion.
6. Our committee disagrees with the conclusion reached in the Aprilll, 1994, Academic Affairs Committee report. It was
stated that gathered data on grade distribution at CWU did not enable one to determine whether the grades issued were
justified, as long as grading remained within the subjective judgment of individual faculty.
Grades cannot be the result of totally subjective judgment, because they are to be tied to the standard published in the
CWU catalog.
As the Academic Affairs Committee noted on page three of its report, the CWU catalog's published standard states the
highest grade, "A," is reserved for those students who have excelled in every phase of the course. The "B" grade is for
students whose work is superior but does not warrant the special distinctiveness of the "A." The grade of"C" is given to
those students who have demonstrated some degree of superiority. The "D" is a grade for that student who have made
progress toward meeting the objectives of the course but who have fulfilled the requirements only in a substandard manner.
An "F" is reserved for students who have failed to meet or have accomplished so few of the requirements of the course that
they are not entitled to credit.
Among the listed 31 uses of grades, the committee noted a grade might be used as a means to enhance a student's self
esteem or a punishment for lack of conformity to an instructor's view. Clearly, such criterion is not based on competencybased objectives.
Grades, whether deserved or not, are used to determine entry into the nation's colleges, universities and professional
schools, as well as a basis on which to award scholarships.
If a grade is simply reflective of an individual faculty member's subjective judgment, then only one person, that faculty
member, can tell what the grade means. This is not what is called for in the CWU grading policy, as outlined in the catalog.

Committee Recommendations:
We realize our recommendations may not please some members of the CWU faculty. Some will believe that we can not
draw such conclusions from the data reviewed. Others may say that our recommendations infringe upon academic freedom.
However, we believe grade inflation exists, is a problem, and should be addressed. Therefore, our committee recommends the
following:
1. Departments review courses to ensure that wherever possible, course objectives be tied to competencies learned, and
that the use of grades not tied to learned competencies, wherever and whenever possible, be eliminated.
2. Reports on those efforts, from faculty be given to department chairs, who in tum, will report to deans on the attempt to
tie course objectives to competencies learned.
·
3. Faculty members incorporate into their syllabi the language on grades outlined in the CWU catalog so there is an
attempt to adopt a common currency for all courses.
4. This is especially true where two or niore instructors teach the same course. To ensure coinrnon links as to the basis of
grading, and that the goal is competency based, so that students do not select a particular course because of an easier grading
system.
5. The newly established Faculty Association on Teaching and Learning, and the Office of Institutional Studies, and
Evaluation should be invited to host faculty presentations and workshops to discuss grading criteria used by faculty, ati.d ways
to make grading criteriatied to learning objectives.
6. Departments change courses where competency and mastery of course material are less of a component than "rewards
for effort" from letter-grade based to Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory (Stu) grade based.
7. Where departments have minimum grade requirements to either enter a program or to graduate with a degree in it, they
review the practice to ensure the higher standards have not caused grades to be raised simply to meet the standards.
8. Faculty members have as their goal the issuing of the letter grade "C" to students as their most frequently given grade.
9. Departments and university administration protect faculty members from those who would deny tenure and promotion
based on poor student evaluations which resulted from anger over a grade deflation policy.
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Final Remarks:
In March of this year the National Education Summit was held at the White House. Sponsored by the National Governors'
Association and IBM President Louis Gerstner, the meeting addressed the subject of how to improve student achievement.
One of the points of the resol)ltion adopted by summit participants called for businesses and corporations to ask for high
school transcripts, and take a student's school performance into aoe0unt when it comes to the decision whether to hire a graduate.
Thus, the wheels are now in motion to provide incentives.to high school students to work liard to get grades that will ensure
they have the competencies to justify consideration for employment.
Our committee l?elieves university faculty shou.ld take note of this development and ensure the same standards are applied to
college students. Grades should .be meaningful, and to be so, must reflect more than an instructor's personal standard, or an
unstated reward to .a student for simply putting effort into a course.
A course grade must reflect a student's competency as measured in that class, to think, know and do.
We must have standards that tell us, course by course, what students are required to learn, and what faculty are required to
teach. Otherwise, our graduates will not achieve the level of competence that faculty, employers and graduate/professional
schools desire of them.
We realize there a.re forces outside this university exerting pressure to keep grades high. Much as been written on the subject
of grade i.n.flation as a nationwide problem. We are a lso keenly aware that students competing for a limited number 0f graduate or
profession:al school openings, would probably prefer to attend an insti tution that was more likely to reward them with high
grades.
However, while we recognize these forces, we also realize that something must be done to reverse the situation. To reward a
student with an "A" for work the professor knows is not superior, is a lie. It does a·disservice to the student, as well as the
instructor. It cheapens the d.egree, and ultimately lessens the institution's value. It is a practice that must be ended.
The above report was endorsed by committee members Terry Devietti, Walter Kaminski, Vincent Nethery, Lisa Weyandt, and
Robert Fordan.
Cotnm.ittee m.e.mber Paplette Jonville voiced a dissenting opinion concerning the proposal that faoully members make their
goal the issuing Qf a "0" as the most frequently given .grade. She felt that because .university departments differ~ courses should
be viewed on an individual basis, and tli.at such a goal could interfere with academic .freedom. SP,e also stated that as an
Accounting major, she has not seen the problem of grade inflation.
End of report.

Appendices:
Contained as part of this report:
l. Grading Trends (10 pages)
2. Remediation Courses (3 pages)
3. Research Notes (8 pages)
Due to the length of documents, our committee has placed at reserve desk at the CWU Library the following documents:
l. Office of Educational Assessment Reports 95-4 Faculty Views of the Grading System and "Grade Inflation" at the University
of Washington, by 'Thomas Taggart.
2. "The Validity of Student Ratings," by Michael Scriven of the University of Western Australia
3. "Grade Inflation Report" by the Faculty Senate Academic Affairs Committee, Aprilll , 1994.

AD HOC COMi'<II.TIEE ON FACULTY S'T'U DENT CONFblCf OF IN'l'EREST
MOTION: A!ter due consideration, The Ad Hoc Committee on Faculty Student Conflict of Interest
recommends the following policy:
1.

St•temcnl or Phllotophy
ConiJlll WoshinSton Uniwnlty il cornmJI!cd to ensuring a looming enllin>nmcnt in wlucb ltudontlll).>vo
the rlgbt to oqltiLIIblc conditions o.nd t:eormcn~ In ~eulu, it ia import4nt to eluwo (air mc!hod.s o( cv.~lii."IJon
lind to elimlMr.o 411Y pen;cpiions or bio~ orioing out of p<110rW Olld prot"cssion.tl rcl>tiOIIShips b.tw.,., C•04•' <nd
$tudoni!J. At the wno ~. !hero Jhoul~ bo no Wll'alt rcitrictions on tho cduoauon.ol ond employment ow
·,.
o( &II student:. nor on the rcosanab!c ~«!om or asS!)Oiotion, intm>ction &nd "cccss to services for file
od
students wruch u p4rt or. bc>ltlly lenming cnllitoruncmt end intcgr;JI to ~ dcmoorotlo •~icty, The folloWing
guidolincs ore intended to boloncc lhcoo objectives and •PPIY the 1...1 ~scrietivo moms to address pot<!Ulal
conflicts.
~

1.

To Whom Doc>This PoUoy Apply?
2.1
While all mombcn of the Univenity t<lounwllty should avoid conflicts of interes~ these guidom ar•
cln!llechpoeili~y. forsrudcnts ""d (ooulty.
2.2
Srudmts include th<iise oruolled, or applying for admittmce in a course or program off<red by tho Urlimsity for ctcdl~
2.3
Faculty includes anyone responsible for teaching, evaluation or academic supervision, including st.lff,
graduate and undergraduate srudents.

J.

What I• a Con fUel or lntere.ot?
3. 1

3.2
3.3

A conflict of Interest may orisc In s!twltions in which theta is a rc:uonoblo possibility we a portieulat
re!oUo111hip betw<cn o faculty member •nd a -srudont nu>y confer upon ono of them on unliUr ~dv:llltago
or aubject one of them to"" unfnir dl:llldvllntogc. Such cetotlonslllps inotude, but an: no~ limited to;
3. t.l
elo><: r.mtty relotionships suoh •• lho!i: between spo\!lles or opous•l equiVlllentS, porcnt.s lllld
ohildten, siblings , in·lllwa, Srondp>nnLt and gral\dchitdm!;
3. 1.2
amorous rel•tlonsrup·s;
3. 1.3
relationships between perno111 whose ceonomlo inlct'e!JU ore oloseJy intmclotcd:
3. 1.4
pro((SsioNil retotiOMhipl oumdo the oUu,.,.,m, f!,g., eonsultnnt..:ticc~ thcm1pist..:Uen~
It is not JJO<~iblc to 1pooil'y olt those :ritwttions In whioh thoro rnoy be • conflict of int<:rcst or •ppcorunec
oflilirnc;n, Howovcr, mcmbcrs of the Univco:ity commuruty oro entitled tO guidance in this rcspec~
A c~nJlkt of interest =Y ori1e in ny Jituotion whore one person in such • rclntion<hlp is in o position·
to nuko de<~lons 0r take octi01111 that oll'e<tllhe other person. Sud! situotionJ include, but""' nO\ limited

*3.3.1

3.4

4.

.

the decision to admit a student to a program;
3.3.2
the provision of instruction;
3.3.3
tho roqulremertt of self-authored textbootc.. or materials which genetute royalties or profits;
3.3.4
tho ovaluatl0 n of a student;
3.3.S
the awotdfrl'g ,o f prizes, sabolorships, llnoneiol..,isl4DCa o.nd otll<;r bcn;lita to srudenta;
3.3.6
tho awotd or teochlna or ""'etU<b osmtA.al:!hips•orother mn1111~liv= "''!Ploymcc~ e_lth<:r.within
tho Uah<mity or w ing fiutdi oclmlnilterod bY tho Uni,~lty; •
3.3.7
.the occeptA.aco of oontruots or other rcmun<r.lllw oml'lO)I!II"Rl from rlwlent clients.
BV.O in the absence of a oonlllct or interest u dofin«< in this policy, (acuity md studentS sbould bo aware
lhilt since rclotionships betw""" foculty 1111d srudcnu invo1.., tru;tll!ld ilisporitics in pow<:r. they tnrl}' gi\'0
~e to pote!:ptioM of bw, unfilir odVIllltllgo, or un!iiir treotmcn~

How aro Connid• to be Dealt With?
4.1
lt·is the rcsponsibdlty of oP.in, dircct0<1ond d.c.-.ru to ertsuro comp1i4nca with this policy,
4.2
It is iru:umbont U!)O<I focu1ty mcn1bor·• to be mindl\tl of sitwilioM in which o.n oppeomnee of
&.imoss Issue CQJlld or!se and 10 dool pe<>mpUy witll&ny conJlict of interest thot does oriso.
4.3
Wberc 1 coa.Dict of inr.ores~ os detln<d obovo, <Irises, the faculty mwt ®til)! tho I'OlOVliQl chair, director
or dcatl.
4.4
Other penoM wbo perceive o coa.Dict of int<:rest m:>y also bring the matter to the attention of the
approprilll4 ctwr, director or dc:ul.
4.5
Where a conflict of i.olcRSt may
in a faculty member's instructional role, one ar mora of the
foUowing methods should bo us<d lo avoid or resolve such confll~
4.5.1
'!' he wulty, ~bor sbould I\Om~Ally c!eCUno or tennlnl\14 • ~pcrvi•ory, t...ching• ..,.)Uollivo or
deoi,ion-making role in Which a coa.Dict of in=t ..U.., Wlleoos tho cbair, dln:ctor.or dCI1D is
of the view thot this .wilt crooto undue hardship to tho >tlld~
4.5.2
Ill sitwitions where tho CO)lllicls of int.eroSl inVol~es tellcblilg, supervision or evaluotlon &nd
where o1t=livo courses or supervision c.'llst llult llle reo.soooblo o.nd •ppropcicto to th~ sl\ldcn~•
progr;un, the •tudcnt ahould utillz.o tlloso ohetNiives.
4.S.3
Whcrc no reuOfiJibt.. and opproprial4 oltcnuulvo Oltista, tile ohair, direc tor or clean shall ensure
lhilt o ro.ir o.nd unbiils<d meoh:lni>m of owluation is pill in place. nli.J villi aonn:~lly require tllot
o nothcr sultobly qiJlllifi<d peer review •U material subcnlucd for evatuatioo, t•'i~w tho grodDS
assigned, ond rcpon .whellu:r those grades lllo rN&oiUlblo.
4,6
Where a conJllct of intcrcst m:oy orise in 4 professional roto, one or more of tho following motllods should
be used to o•'Oid or molvc-sueh conflict<

ari••

ASIA/PACIFIC STUDIES MAJOR
Asia/Pacific Studies is an interdisciplinary program focusing on
a region currently undergoing a dramatic economic, political, and
social transformation. The program is intended to provide
students with a grasp of the region's diversity while also
emphasizing the interactive nature of the community of nations
and peoples. Preparation in Asia/Pacific Studies can lead to
careers in international business, government service and
education. The program may also prove an excellent preparation
for graduate study in various academic and professional fields.
In keeping with the HEC Board mandate on multi-culturalism and
the university's commitment to diversity and interdisciplinary
study, the Asia/Pacific Studies Program is designed to promote
the study of and increase the student and faculty understanding
of the world's largest continent, the home of the .majority of
humankind.
The Asia/Pacific Studies Major as it is proposed to appear in the
catalogue.
Required:
AST 102
HIST 383
HIST 385
GEOG 475
GEOG
POSC 366
JAPN 151-153
251-253
CHIN 151-153
251-253

Introduction to Asian Studies .•........... 3
East Asian Civilization OR
Modern East Asia ...•.•...•.....• . ......•.. 5
Geography of Asia OR
Geography of the Asian Pacific Rim .....•. 3-5
Government and Politics of East Asia ...... 5
First Year Japanese
Second Year Japanese
OR
First Year Chinese
Second Year Chinese .......... . .......•.. __dQ
46-48

Select from the following with the approval of the advisor
15
ART 456
History of Eastern Art .........•.......... 4
ANTH 345
Cultures of Southeast Asia and the Pacific. 4
GEOG 474
Geography of China • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
HIST 482
Revolutionary China •.•. . .•....•... .. ...•.. 3
HIST 483
Modern China . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 5
HIST 484
Modern Japan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
PHIL 445
Chinese Philosophy ••.•..•......••......... 5
POSC 367
Politics of Japan . ••...................... 5
POSC 368
Chines~ Politics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 5
POSC 369
Korean Politics ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... 5
POSC 373
International Politics of the Pacific Rim . 5
RELS 351
Religions of Asia •••..•......•. ...•....... 5
61-63
Study abroad at sister universities in China and Japan may be
included as fulfilling the language requirement.
Other courses, including special topics, may also be included as
appropriate with the approval of the advisor.

TO:
FR:

Faculty Senate
Wesley Van Tassel, Chair
Theatre Arts
RE: New Graduate Program, plus New Specialization in the B.A. Program
Date: May 15, 1996 Revised May 20 as requested to include listing of all courses.

I.
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

MASTER OF ARTS IN TIIEATRE PRODUCTION
The proposed program has been approved by:
The Theatre Arts Facuity
The Dean of Arts and Humanities
The Graduate Council
The Dean of Graduate Studies and Research
The Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee
It is now offered to the Faculty Senate for approval; then to proceed to the
Provost, Board of Trustees and HEC Board.
It is proposed to begin in June of1997 . Most of the courses are
already in the catalogue.
This is a summer-only, self-support program.
Coordinator is Wesley Van Tassel, Chair of Theatre Arts.
The M.A. is intended for teachers who have limited skills or training in
theatre, and who wish to improve their production abilities.
The M.A. is 50 credits, including a thesis production which is adjudicated by
the candidate's committee in the home location.
The program is the result of four years of inquiry into regional needs and
market. There is no similar program in the entire Northwest.. More than 50
secondary teachers have written endorsement letters and contributed ideas.
Many of the letters are included in the proposal.
The regular CWU theatre arts faculty will teach the program during the
summer months, with specialists from other universities hired as needed.
A maximum often candidates will be enrolled at any one time. Most will
take four summers plus thesis to complete the degree. Courses will be
offered in each of the two summer sessions.
Required courses:
13 credits
Component!: Directing Skills
3
TH539 Directing Young Actors
3
TH540 Graduate Directing I*
3
TH541 Graduate Directing II*
4
TH542 Musical Theatre Directing

Component II: History, Literature and Criticism
TH50 I Introduction to Graduate Study*
TH510 Studies in Dramatic Literature•
TH5ll Analysis and Criticism•
Component Ill: Acting Skills
TH543 Teaching Young Actors
TH544 Acting Styles
Component IV: Drama in the Classroom
TH520 Exploring Drama in the Classroom
TH584 Puppetry in the Classroom
Component V: Technology and Design
Select from:
TH460 Stage and TV Makeup
TH462 Costume Accessories
TH466 Masks and Makeup
TH568 Lighting Techniques
TH580 Scenic and Lighting Methods
TH581 Scenic and Lighting Solutions
Component VI: Movement and Improvisation
Select from :
TH531 Mime and Movement
TH533 Stage Combat and Choreography
TH534 Improvisational Techniques I
TH535 Improvisational Techniques II
Component VII: Thesis
TH700 Thesis

•

•

9 credits

I
4
4
6 credits
3
-3
6 credits
3
3
6 credits
3
3
3
3
3
3
4 credits
2
2
2
2
6 credits
6

50 credits
TOTAL
new courses
Please contact the chair if you wish to peruse a copy·ofthe proposal.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•
•

•

II.

A proposal to add·~ Theatre Management specialization within the B.A.
major is also offered.

•

This specialization becomes the fifth emphasis area in the undergraduate
program. Others are General Studies, Performance. Youth Drama and
Education, and Technology and Design.

•

The core major is 55 credits~ 20 additional credits comprise a specialization.

•

The specialization in Theatre Management offers choices of courses from
these areas:
TH
350.1, .2, or .3 Theatre Mgmt
5 credits
ADMG
146 Basic Accounting or
5 credits
ACCf
30 I Financial Accounting
ECON
I 0 I Economic Issues or
5 credits
ECON
201 Micro
MGT
381 Hwnan Resources Mgmt or
5 credits
MKT
360 Principles of Marketing or
MGT
380 Organizational Mgmt
Total

•
•
•

20 credits

All departments involved have approved the program.
Theatre management is a viable field today, usually leading to graduate study
in arts administration. Most jobs are available in not-for-profit arts
organizations.
A copy of the proposal is available from the chair.
Thank you!

~~

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS MOTION:
Move to extend expiration date of Motion #3022 for one more year.

Memo
To: Faculty Senate Executive Committee
From: Faculty Senate Academic Affairs Committee
Charles McGehee, Chair
Last May the Faculty Senate approved a plan to reorganize the Faculty
Senate Academic Affairs Committee and redirect its charge to encompass
those activities which earlier had been performed by the now-defunct
Undergraduate Council .
The Committee undertook as its prime task the collation and compilation
of all academic policy on campus. Up to now, there is no single,
definitive repo sitory for academic policy. The Committee has met
regularly every Thursday since last fall on this task, plus a number of
others which intervened.
We are pleased with the structure and new function of the Committee. It
has become quite clear to us that we are performing a critical function
which was lost with the dissolution of the Undergraduate Council and the
abolition of the position of Dean of Undergraduate Studies. We are,
apparently for the first time, are beginning to address in a systematic
fashion the general scope and detail of academic policy. ·
The task is greater than we anticipated, however. we have completed the
section on admissions policy and are nearly finished with general academic
policy. We are delaying action OJil the former pending completion of the
latter, since we frequently fiJild items scattered out of place that need
te be inserted int·o a section which we thought complete. We have also
jiscovered a number of items under Student Affai+s as well as general campus
policy and procedures which may need to be incorporated into academic policy.
~e,

therefore, request extention of our trial period for one additional year.

-$100.000 FACULTY DEVELOPMENT FUNDS
The following motions are based on recommendations received from the Faculty Development and
Research Committee (2/23/96)

MOTION#l
The Facl:l!.ty Senate recommends that all of the $100,000 made aviillable for facul:
development be devoted to improvement of classroom instruction. Examples of instructional
development aCtivities include, but are not limited to:
•

Instruction-related travel, e.g. to :workshops and conferences that have direct application
·
to the enhancement of classroom performance.

•

The purchase . of software to bolster teaching and to aid in the use of educational
technology in the classroom.

•

The purehase of materials and resources for the department or for the horary which can
·enhance instruction including videotapes and CD-ROMS. (Major pieces of equipment
and. computers would not be purchased with the limited faculty development money).

•

The hiring of consultants for departmental visitation for curriculum development and/or
reform.

MOTION#2
The Faculty Senate recommends that the funds made available for faculty development be distributed
on a prorated basis based on the number of continuing, more than half-time faculty position per
department (not to include adjuncts hired on a course-by-course basis). All CWU faculty should have
access to these funds to enhance their instructional capabilities, not just those faculty of departmen~ ,
which profit from large class enrollments during the summer quarter.
However, · eacl._
Department/Program receiving their prorated share for instructtonal development should decide for
what instructional development purpose and. to whom the fund.s are to be allocated.

·· ·· e·o~

•

:c.
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
LIBRARY SERVICES
OHice cllhe Dean

JIE!IORANDUJI
To:

Dr. Thomas Moore, Provost and Vice President
for Academic Affairs

From:

Dr. Gary A. L~~ls, Dean of library & Media Services

Date:

May 6, 1996

Subject:

Q., ~
/..

- - -Recommendation Prior to 1996 Referral
to Librarv Advisory Committee

RecommendaUon for Library Service Polley

·

You have received the recommendations of the library Advisory Committee
concerning the faculty rules within the Library Service Polley. I have
discussed those recommendations with the Library Department Heads. We
recommend the following changes to the Library Service Polley.
1. checkout period of 90 days with unlimited renewals (same as LAC)

1. checkout period of30 days
with unlimited renewals

*

All botrowora 111 IUb)ecl 10 cllar;oa. Tht dolo slamc>od In lho book

ll lbe ""' notice of llha due dale.

2. fines as stated In the policy (same as LAC)

2. (same as original recommendation*)

3. establishment of a 7 day g~ce period after a book becomes
overdue before fines are levied (LAC recommended 10 days, but 7
days Is the policy now in place for all other users)

Fallul• •o receive notk11 does not

eumpt. ttorrowtrs lront tttponalbliUV tor char;n.

The

lolowlnQ charges

' ' ' Incurred when ftemt from the regular colecUOn are not '''urned to
lht Library:

3. (same as original recommendation)

A S2.00 lint II autssed lor tadl ntrn l!lal bocomoa

aev• daya overdue

4. limit of 75 books checked out to a faculty member at one time
(our original recommendation; LAC recommended no limit)
S. application of fine if a faculty user does not return a recalled
item within 7 days of notice (LAC recommended 10 days grace,
but 7 days in current policy for all other users)

4. limit of25 books checked out
to a faculty member at one time

I

lon tddlllonal lint ol 13.00 por lom dlarVO b uso111d whon

0

materials become fou1111n dar• overdue

I

5. (same as original recommendation)

l

An addtdonal 11.00 per lem processing fee ls nsesud when

0

matetlall bKOme 21 daya overdue

•
c:

library Department Heads
Library Advisory Committee

RECEiVED
MA'/ 0 6 mR

400 E. 811\ , . _ • EVemburo. WA 98928-f$48.

~-963-1901 • FAX 509-963-3684 omcEofll\E~RO~QS)

UOIMitll\lacNSIIMICM•IQ)~

A replacement: co .. b alto Ulllnd on lhe 2Uh day an.er the
dut dalo. nt llplactmtnl cool .. bued on lho value ol 11\o
boot Ullmllod by 1111 ...-

•

.

U 11\1 ~soin; 1om II 111urnod 10 lho \Jbrary ot lo<mcl. lho
roplacomtnl coli II rtlundod.
Th8 nnu and procaulnQ tea ' " not ratunded unless 11\1

Library Is found to hava lncorrecttr aSiaSI.I d the linlll.

TM Ina lor overdue Rasarve mataci&IJ Is 11 .00 pet
exce.ct $30.00

houf nol

10

• • "'"'" lem Ia not retumed wlhln 41 houta of lhe due

dala and •m•. "'' borrowlt wll be dlargad the hll amCMM'11 ol charg..
due plut the current llpfactmlnl call ol the material
AI cftarget mUJC bt paid at the cashlefe c

''Qe H..n.

Unhlorsar rocordo mar bt htlcl .,.,.. such char;os oro cloared.

Faa.,. • 1o

comply with ll:atary policy may result '-' the revocetlon of librlty
borrowlna mtvneou

.
·fi·
~

.

.
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.
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22 April 1996

CENTRAL WAS HINGTON UNIVERSITY
O.pilllmeAt cl 8loloQii:al Sc*-

Hugh Spall, Chair
CWU Faculty Senate

CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

~~C'

Office ol lha Pl'O\'OSII Vlca President
lor Acad8tnic Allaira

. "'"~< ~'"~0
t>stt4-h J
"VCJ}

~~~-

..,4)' ' ()

~0

~litct'(,_" {9.9$

(9.9$

Dear Hugh:

Ji'~C'

"4:t~

MEMORANDUM

The Facully Senate l ibrary Advisory Committee met on 17 April1996 to discuss the .library
Scmce Policy with respect to the changes in library service that affect &allty. As you are aware
a new l ibrary Scmce Policy was approved by the Dean's council and the Provost in March 199~. ·
As the new policy was about to be·put into effect during spring quarter 1996, c:oncem arose
regarding the fines and restrictive lending policy toward faculty. Recently, the Library Advisory
C::omminee was asked to review tlic policy and make recommendations to the Dean oflib~cs.

TO:

Hugh Spall, Chair
Faculty Senate

FROM:

~mas D. Moore ~
Provost/Vice President for Academic Affairs

The LAC mcrnbcn discussed the pros and cons of several options regarding chcclc-out periods.
limits to the ournbcr ofmatcrials that can be bonowed, and fines fur ovtfdue books. The LAC
voted unanimously to (ecommcnd the foUowing changes to the Library Scmce Policy ugarding
faculty:
'

DATE:

May 9, 1996

SUBJECT:

Library Service Policy

- SF.f:f~

I) Period ofcheclc~ut shaD be 90 days with unlimlted renewals.

2) Fines as stated in the library SCNice Policy shall be issued on overdue books with 1 I0 day
grace period beginning on the initial date of the overdue notice.
3) There shall be no limit on the number of books that a faculty member may check-out.

4) The h'brary shaD initiate a recall system to have books returned if requested by aoother patron.
Upon notification ora r~ request 1 faculty member shall return the itcm(s)rcquested within 10
days or be subject to an overdue fine.

The LAC felt that these recommendations arc reasonable and should not unduly restrict the use of
library resources by any faculty member. Ifyou would lit.e some explanation or justification as to
how or why we made these recommendations please contact me at xl 895 or email at "jamcsp"
and I wiU be glad to discuss this issue.
Sincerely,

jJ~u.~

Paul W. James
Chair, Library Advisory Committee

I am forwaTding to you the recommendation of the Dean of Library and Media
Services reganling the Library Service Policy. There were no stated objections at
the Deans' CoWlCil meeting.
1bese rec:OIIII1lCtldations are somewhat different than the Library Advisory
Committee's rec:ommendations but have substantially changed from th.e
recommendations approved last year by the Deans' CoWlCil. Earlier this year, in
~ to Senate/Faculty concern, the Initial approved policy was suspended by
me in order to allow the Library :Advisory Committee to review the issue.
As you know, I believe the earller rec~ndations are more responsive to the central

purpose ofa university library and appropriate public policy. ffrcquested, I would be
. 1lad to ~eW these concerns wi.th the Senate. 0f course, I am awaR of the po~ition or
various faculty and at least two departnu:nt.s, that the Council's initial recommendation
was too restrictive. I still believe that view to be misguided but somehow the issue must
be brought to 1 close.

ns
Attachment

cc: ProvostMoore
Dean Lewis
Barp 302 • 400 E. BlhAvenuo • ElonaburQ. WA 98926-7503 •·509-953-1400 • FAX 509-t6).2025
0Nn201 • ..aGE. IIII ......... •EJ!enlburg. WA !11921-7$17• 509-tu.2731•FAX 50t·tu.1241
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FACULTY

SENATE

_,.stephen JEFFERIES
4L-Dan RAMSDELL
Carol BUTTERFIELD
_ _ Loretta GRAY
_ _Roger FOUTS
Dale OTTO
_ _ Roger GARRETT
James HARPER
_ _Wayne FAIRBURN
_John ALSOSZATAI-PETHEO
Mark ZETTERBERG
Peter BURKHOLDER

Brue BARNES
_ _Barry DONAHUE
_ _Gary HEESACKER
_ _ Cindy EMMANS
Patrick OWENS
Thomas MOORE
Andrew SPENCER
Robert GREGSON
_ _Terry MARTIN
_Cathy BERTELSON
Stella MORENO
_ _C. Wayne JOHNSTON
_Michael BRAUNSTEIN
_ _ Geoffrey BOERS
James HINTHORNE
_ _ Margaret SAHLSTRAND
_ _Wolfgang FRANZ
Ed ESBECK
Martha KURTZ
John ALWIN
_ _stephanie STEIN
_ _Carolyn SCHACTLER

5-~-~
Date
VISITOR SIGN-IN SHEET

Please sign your name and return sheet to Faculty Senate secretary
directly after the nt.eeting. Thanl< you.

Date: Wed, 22 May 1996 09:31:41 -0700 (PDT)
From: vantass@CWU.EDU
To: senators <senators@CWU.EDU>, brownr <brownr@CWU.EDU>
Subject: MA in Theatre Production
On . . ,' 'ie next and final agenda, the proposed MA in Theatre Production will
be l scussed and voted, as time ran out at the last meeting.
The MA is a summer-only, self-support program. A one-page breakdown has
been provi ded, and the complete proposal is available for perusal.
Please e - mail me if you wish to read the whole thing and I'll bring a
copy to your office.
Thank you!

Wes

.,.oo o,s
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Department of Political Science

May 15, 1996

Faculty Senate
Central Washington University
Campus

SYNOPSIS

Dear Colleagues:
It is proposed that the university approve the creation of
an major in Asian Studies leading to the granting of a Bachelor
of Arts degree. Total credits required for program completion
are 63. This proposal has been approved by the participating
faculty advisory committee, associated departments, academic
dean, Provost's Office, as well as the Curriculum Committee. The
program may begin immediately in the Fall, 1996 quarter. With
the imminent retirement of Dan Ramsdell (History), the program
will be directed by Mike Launius and formally "housed" in the
Political Science Department. This arrangement was approved by
the Dean of COTS, Anne Denman, before her departure for China.
The proposed program requires the creation of no new
courses, the acquisition of no new faculty, nor does it increase
faculty loads.
It represents the formal elevation of an already
existing minor program (Asia/Pacific studies) to the status of a
major.
In fact, it represents the recognition and formalization
of an already existing major - one that has been conducted de
facto via the Individual studies major option. This proposal
will reduce confusion and paperwork, routinize the program of
study, facilitate systematic recruitment of student majors, and
increase overt faculty responsibility for program oversight - at
no (or minimal) additional fiscal cost to the institution.
'The university's long-standing commitments to
internationalization and cultural diversification may be
furthered via this program's content and conduct. The successful
track record of recent graduates in employment and graduate
school also supports elevation of the program to major status.
AS of now, there are four students applying for the IS program.
All of this points toward the utility of the proposed major.
Sincerely,

flK~l~ (A~'~~
Michael A. Launius
Associate Professor & Chair
Psychology Building 414 • 400 E. 8th Avenue • Ellensburg, WA 98926-7578 • 509-963-2408 • FAX 509-963-1241
EEO/AAAITLE IX INSTITUTION • TDD 509-963-3323

Amendment to Motion
Move that the motion be amended by striking the language as
indicated and adding the following underlined language:
The Faculty Senate will establish a committee during Fall
Quarter, 1996, consisting of one reoresenative from each
School/College to allocate funds among proposed projects to
improve classroom instruction, the source of the funds being
faculty development funds made available by the President.
~semMeftEls ~* ~ -Hn-es--1'Rade-a.va4-l ~1 e -&a- Cil+&t ~u ~ eR 1~~t-ed

~e -R4:lm&er &f 9&fl t4.n u-Ht.q.., ~e- t..l+a-R-i'n!-1£-ti:-Me ~ty ~~n pe.r ~a~t (-R-et
i-a6l~
aQ..3-une-ts 1H-£ed ..oa-a -G&urs.Q--b~"~H=-&e b1!reo~ All CWU faculty

ba.s.i.s ba-s eQ. en

w

should have aeaeft'8 the opportunity to use these funds to
enhance their instructional capabilities, not just those
faculty of departments which profit from class enrollments
during summer quarter.
-Hewever-, .Q«GA tl.Qpeifl~-f'"O'i'£afft
~oe-i v+n~ heir-~~ ed ~He- ~!'- i-m; H'uet i 'efl.a-i- tie¥~SR-t
~ d--dee-i ~ f EH" wfta. t-i FHtt :Ate t HH:laA.. d.Q.Va-klpmeM JH:t-rf*)'S"e ..afld-t:-e- \offioffi- t-fte-fuftds -sh~ <J.-.:ee-a-1-l-oce~e~h The commit tee sha 11

develop criteria for funding proposals and submit the criteria
to the Senate for its approval no later than the end of Fall
Quarter, 1996.

, \) 0
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Department of Industrial and Engineering Technology

May 29, 1996

Hugh Spall, Chairman
Faculty Senate

cwu
Campus
Dear Dr. Spall:
The Industrial and Engineering Technology Department requests that the Senate amend
MOTIONJU (re: $100,000 faculty development funds) as italicized to read as follows:
The Faculty Senate recommends that the funds made available for faculty development be
distributed on a prorated basis based upon colleges generating the funds and then on the number
of continuing, more than half-time faculty position per department within each college (not to
include adjuncts hired on a course-by-course basis). All CWU faculty should have access to
these funds to enhance their instructional capabilities, not just those faculty of departments which
profit from large class enrollments during the summer quarter. However, each Department/
Program receiving their prorated share for instructional development should decide what
instructional developme':t purpose and to whom the funds are to be allocated.
Sincerely

Walter R. Kaminski, Faculty Senate Representative
lET Department

400 E. 8th Avenue • Ellensburg, WA 98926-7584 • 509-963-1756
EEO/ANTITLE IX INSTITUTION • TDD 509-963-3323

uctce: ~rL, L~ May i~~b ii:i~:L~ PDT
From: DONAHUE@cluster.cwu.edu
To: SENATE@cluster.cwu.edu
Cc: KIDWELLM@cluster.cwu.edu
Subject: faculty development funds
H~~h:

T.. idea of creating yet another committee to evaluate proposals for
insignificant amounts of money is not a good one. We should either use the
existing committee structure or divide the money among departments and let
departments determine how best to spend this money. The great advantage of
distributing it directly to departments is that the decisions will be more
decentralized than if a committee of people from departments who know nothing
about my department are able to make decisions about how I would best go
about faculty development.
Barry Donahue

Graduate Studies and Research
Faculty Development Expenditures, 1995-96: $203,692
80,000r-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------~
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ACADEMIC AFFAIRS MOTION:
Move to extend expiration date of Motion #3022 for one more year.

Memo
To: Faculty Senate Executive Committee
From: Faculty Senate Academic Affairs Committee
Charles McGehee, Chair
L~ - c

May the Faculty Senate approved a plan to reorganize the Faculty
Senate Academic Affairs Committee and redirect its charge to encompass
those activities which earlier had been performed by the now-defunct
Undergraduate Council.

The Committee undertook as its prime task the collation and compilation
of all academic policy on campus. Up to now, there is no single,
definitive repository for academic policy. The Committee has met
regularly every Thursday since last fall on this task, plus a number of
others which intervened.
We are pleased with the structure and new function of the Committee.
It
has become quite clear to us that we are performing a critical function
which was lost with the dissolution of the Undergraduate Council and the
abolition of the position of Dean of Undergraduate Studies. We are,
apparently for the first time, are beginning to address in a systematic
fashion the general scope and detail of academic policy. ·
The task is greater than we anticipated, however. We have completed the
section on admissions policy and are nearly finished with general academic
policy. We are delaying action on the former pending completion of the
latter, since we frequently find items scattered out of place that need
to be inserted into a section which we thought complete. We have also
::iiscovered a number of items under Student Affairs as well as general campus
policy and procedures which may need to be incorporated into academic policy.

w

therefore, request extention of our trial period for one additional year.

United Faculty of Central, AFTINEA

F acuity Opinion Survey

Results
Published by the United Faculty of Central Washington University, AFT!NEA

Spring 1996

95% Favor Union Election
The recent survey of CWU faculty conducted by the United Faculty of Central, AFT/NEA, shows 95% of those
responding (164 out of 172) believe that the Board of Trustees and president should honor the faculty's repeated
requests to vote on union representation and collective bargaining. If the vote were to favor union representation
and collective bargaining, the Board should enter into collective Bargaining with the faculty union.
In similar fashion, 90% of respondents (157-18) disagreed with President Ivory Nelson's written statement to a state
..stator that "Faculty collective bargaining is philosophically and practically in contradiction to the shared
governance model which we use to manage our institution." These results clearly demonstrate that faculty view
collective bargaining as a viable tool to improve faculty input into the decision making process. Significantly, these
results also show that even faculty who agree with the president's statement are supportive of the right to engage in
the democratic process and believe the Board of Trustees should honor the results of an election.

Faculty Feel Strongly that Board of Trustees Hasn't Given Valid
Explanation for Decision to Deny Election
By a wide margin, 93% to 7% (163-12) faculty believe the Board have not explained their position on the denial of
this basic democratic request. In keeping with this, faculty, again overwhelming, believe President Nelson is wrong
to oppose an election. 85% (148-26) of respondents disagreed with Nelson' s statement that "I would be pleased
if... the Board of Trustees will not entertain the idea of conducting a bargaining representation election."

Faculty Confidence in Campus Climate Report as Vehicle for Change Weak
Faculty made clear their belief that the recent report would not result in significant improvements in faculty working
conditions, salary issues, and faculty morale. 94% of respondents (164-1 0) lacked confidence that the study would
bring about meaningful change in these critical areas. By contrast, collective bargaining and union representation are
viewed as an effective means to strengthen the current shared governance model and facilitate real change.

·~ opies

of Complete Faculty Opinion Survey Results are
Available ... If you would like a copy ofthe complete survey results, please contact Ken Gamon, Math at 2834.

Faculty Opinion Survey Results, continued ..

Faculty Frustrated with Lagging Salaries, Other Economic
Conditions; Strong Support for Collective Bargaining as a
Means to Make Improvements
88% of respondents (146-20) view salary compression as a serious problem at CWU. Salary compression occurs
when new faculty are hired at salaries comparable to or greater than those of faculty with many years of service.
Faculty overwhelmingly favor an equity pay plan similar to that negotiated in the Eastern Washington University
collective bargaining agreement as a way to address this problem. 97% (162-5) of respondents would favor a plan
that compares CWU faculty salaries to peer institutions and provides funds to help correct identifiable inequities. By
similar margins faculty believe junior and senior faculty should receive salaries that are competitive with peer
institutions, and that CWU President Nelson has done too little to make funds available to increase faculty salaries.
Other areas of dramatic concern over economic issues include strong dissatisfaction with standards and procedures
for allocating merit pay, funding for merit pay and research. 93% of respondents (149-12) were either somewhat or
very dissatisfied with the administration's spending priorities. A similar 92% of respondents (159-11) were equally
dissatisfied with faculty involvement in budget decisions. The clear sense of frustration with inadequate involvement
in decision making on these and other important issues is a pervasive theme revealed in the survey results.

Dissatisfaction with Support for Professional Development
Improvements Needed in Workload and other Working Conditions
In three key questions on professional development, faculty consistently revealed frustration and dissatisfaction with
low levels of support. Equally consistent was the belief that union representation would promote dramatic
improvements in professional development funding.
Only 22% of respondents (40 of 174) were very or somewhat satisfied with overall funding for professional
development activities such as travel to collections, attendance at conferences, and equipment enhancements. By
contrast 77% of respondents (134 of 174) were somewhat or very dissatisfied with overall funding. Faculty
overwhelming (90% to 10% or 155-18) agreed with the statement from the campus climate task force that, " ... we
are unable to maintain the necessary levels of support for faculty scholarly activities, yet we have not
changed the expectations and standards for performance by which faculty are judged." (Emphasis added).
Again, there was overwhelming agreement (87%-13% or 144-21) that CWU faculty should have a collective
bargaining agreement that achieves results similar to those negotiated by the faculty union at Eastern Washington
University with respect to professional development. That agreement provides annual allocations of $900 per
probationary and tenured faculty member for professional development for the duration of the agreement.
Although faculty were, more often than not, satisfied with respect for academic freedom, office space, and a healthy
and safe working environment, still nearly one-third of respondents reported dissatisfaction. Just over half of all
respondents (55%-45% or 106-80) reported dissatisfaction with workload, clearly indicating room for improvement.
Of greater concern was clear dissatisfaction with retention, tenure and promotion procedures, and faculty leave
i cies and procedures. 57% of respondents (97-75) were somewhat or very dissatisfied with the former, 77%
(1C>3-67) with the latter. With two-thirds of faculty dissatisfied with leave, changes must take place immediately.

CWU Faculty See Union as Important Advocate in Legislature
Faculty Opinion Survey results show a mixture of concern over legislative attacks on higher education, a belief that
faculty interests are not currently well represented by administration, and a strong belief that the union should protect
faculty interests. Of particular note is the strong belief that the CWU administration and an elected faculty union
could act cooperatively to provide an effective legislative lobby. Results are provided below.
On the key question of the CWU president's ability to adequately represent faculty interests in the legislature, the
faculty are unambiguous. Only 8% of respondents felt that the president provides adequate representation for
faculty. 92% (155-13) of respondents feel the president does not provide this important advocacy. This concern
must further be viewed in the context of enormous concern over legislative attacks. 98% of all respondents (174-3)
felt that higher education has steadily lost ground in the competition for state resources. A similar 93% (157-11) felt
the legislature is moving towards reductions in state support for higher education. 92% of respondents ( 15 9-13) felt
that the legislature will continue to press for increases in measured workload productivity.
Against this dramatic concern, faculty responded with strong agreement (90%-10% or 157-17) that the
administration and union could work cooperatively to provide an effective legislative lobby. Cooperation of this
nature would help ensure that faculty interests and higher education in general receive appropriate support. Faculty
similarly expressed strong agreement that the Washington Federation of Teachers and Washington Education
Association should work to protect faculty benefits and interests.

~acuity

Support Union, Concerned with University Leadership

The above results demonstrate strong faculty support for collective bargaining and union representation. FacultY
believe an election to vote on the question of union representation for the purpose of col1ective bargaining is a basic
democratic right that should be honored by the Board of Trustees. As already noted, faculty additionally believe that
the recent campus climate task force report will not result in significant improvements in areas of concern to faculty.
As part of this clear frustration and concern faculty are dissatisfied with current university leadership.
·
Faculty expressed the· strong belief that CWU President lVoiy Nelson is genernll.y unreceptive to constructive
criticism from faculty. Only 6% of the 172 responding to this question (162-10) felt Nelson is receptive to this
feedback. A dramatic 94% of respondents felt Nelson unreceptive. Similar results were received on the question of
Nelson~s overall performance. Only a combined 7% (11 respondents) rated him as excellent or good. By contrast~
93% of those responding (163 respondents) rated his overall performance as fair (37%) or poor (63%). On whethet;
Nelson is the best person to- improve campus climate, and should he remain at the university, 92% of respondents
(153-13) answered no.
'

I

The CWU president received better, though quite mixed marks, on his efforts to resolve issues of raciaJ
discrimination and diversity concerning faculty, 38% of those responding rated his efforts as excellent {5%), good
(33%). 63o/o rated his efforts as fair (3T%) or poor (25%). 169 respondents, Likewise on the question of the
president's efforts to resolve issues of sexual discrimination towards women faculty, 26o/o- rated his efforts· aS
exce#ent (4%) or g'?od {22%). 74% of tho~e respoJ!ding rated his efforts as fair_(46ro) or poor (28%)._ _}6~
_?ondents.
7

., Faculty Opinion Survey Results, continued. ..

Faculty Support Union, continued ...
.t<:en together these results show a mixture of strong faculty support for changes in methods used to include faculty
in university governance, and support for collective bargaining as a viable tool to enhance faculty involvement.
Equally strong is faculty dissatisfaction with the university president, his positions on these issues, and his
managerial style.
·

Demographics
This information was sought solely to understand how faculty views differ relative to these variables. Below
are the number of respondents in each category.
1. How long have you worked at CWU?

2. What is your nlnk or job title?

3. Are you a:
t.t

25-35: 15

Male: 13 5

11-15 years: 14
16--20 yean: 10

Assistant Professor: 33
Instructor: 28

Full-time faculty member: 158

What is your age?

5. Are you:

0-6 years: 64
7-10 yean: 28

36-45: 53

Female: 43

6. Do you work at a CWU satellite location?

Yes: 5

More than 20 years: 64

Associate Professor: 39
Other: 4

Fun Professor: 84

Part-time faculty member: 21
46-55: 54

56-65: 52

Over 65: 5

